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Reproducing the observed cosmic microwave background anisotropies with causal scaling seed
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During recent years it has become clear that globalO(N) defects andU(1) cosmic strings do not lead to the
pronounced first acoustic peak in the power spectrum of anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background
~CMB! which has recently been observed to high accuracy. Inflationary models cannot easily accommodate the
low second peak indicated by the data. Here we construct causal scaling seed models which reproduce the first
and second peak. Future, more precise CMB anisotropy and polarization experiments will however be able to
distinguish them from the ordinary adiabatic models.
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Inflation and topological defects are two classes of mod
which explain the origin of large scale structures in the U
verse. In inflationary models, for fixed cosmological para
eters the fluctuation spectrum is determined by the ini
conditions. In models with topological defects or other typ
of seeds, fluctuations in the cosmic plasma and in the ge
etry are continuously induced by the gravitational coupl
to the seed energy momentum tensor.

Cosmic microwave background~CMB! anisotropies pro-
vide an excellent link between theoretical predictions a
observational data. They allow us to distinguish between
flationary perturbations and models with defects by pur
linear analysis. On large angular scales, both classes of m
els predict an approximately scale-invariant Harriso
Zel’dovich spectrum@1,2#. For inflationary models this can
be seen analytically. Scale invariance for defects was disc
ered numerically@3–5#; simple analytical arguments ar
given, e.g., in@6#.

On smaller angular scales (108&u&2°), thepredictions
of inflation and globalO(N) defects are different. While
inflationary models predict a series of acoustic peaks, glo
O(N) defects show a low amplitude broad ‘‘hump’’@7–9#.
For local U(1) cosmic strings, the result is not so clea
Depending on the detailed modeling of local cosmic strin
the resulting acoustic peaks are quite different. The peak
be entirely absent@5#, or present and even quite substanti
but at an angular harmonicl;4002500 @10–12#.

Recent experiments@13–16# have measured CMB
anisotropies which are fully compatible with a flat adiaba
inflationary model on the scale of the first peak and inco
patible with the above mentioned defect models. Howev
the second peak is too low for values of the baryon den
that are within the constraints inferred from standard nucl
synthesis. Combining the recentBOOMERANG andMAXIMA-I

data with information from the distribution of galaxies,
value of Vbh250.03260.004 was found in@21# ~see also
@17–20#!, which is incompatible at nearly 3s with the value
Vbh250.018960.0019@22# inferred mainly from measure
ments of primordial deuterium from Ly-alpha absorpti
systems in the continuum emission of three high reds
quasars.
0556-2821/2001/63~8!/081301~5!/$20.00 63 0813
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Even if it is fair to say that the possibility of systemat
errors in all these data sets needs further investigation,
eral, mainly phenomenological, mechanisms have been
forward to solve the problem of the low second peak. T
simplest is clearly to modify standard nucleosynthesis so
a higher value of the baryon density parameter, which le
to a suppression of even peaks, becomes acceptable@23–27#.
Another suggestion is to modify one of the ‘‘pillars’’ of th
inflationary model, the nearly scale-invariant primord
spectrum of fluctuations, by adding features on it@28,29#.
Also models with Vbh250.019 and with a ‘‘red’’ tilted
spectral indexn;0.9, even if not preferred with respect t
theVbh250.03 andn51 models, give a reasonablex2 fit to
present data~see, e.g.,@30–33#!. Furthermore, in Refs.
@34,35# it has been found that a time-varying fine-structu
constant can increase the compatibility between CMB a
big bang nucleosynthesis~BBN! data. Finally, a combination
of inflation with topological defects which can contribute
the Sachs-Wolfe plateau and to the first peak, but not to
second or third peak, has also been proposed@36,37# as a
possible resolution to the problem of the low second
peaks.

Here we want to investigate whether generic defect m
els, the so-called ‘‘causal scaling seeds’’ models, can rep
duce the new data. A couple of years ago, Neil Turok c
structed a model with scaling causal seeds which perfe
reproduced the CMB anisotropy spectrum of inflationa
models@38#. Other synthesized causal seed models with v
ous heights of the acoustic peaks are discussed in@39,40#.
Spergel and Zaldarriaga argued that causal seeds can n
theless be distinguished from inflationary models by the
duced polarization@41#. Our investigations confirm and ex
tend this result. But here we shall not only play with som
parameters describing the model — we also vary cosmol
cal parameters, especially the total curvature which basic
determines the angular diameter distance and thereby the
gular scale onto which the peaks in the power spectrum
projected.

Let us first define the notion of causal scaling see
Seeds are an inhomogeneously distributed form of ene
and momentum which provide a perturbation to the homo
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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neous background fluid. In first order perturbation theo
they evolve according to the unperturbed~in general, nonlin-
ear! equations of motion. For simplicity, we assume t
seeds to couple to the cosmic fluid only via gravity.
counter example to this areU(1) cosmic strings. Then the
resulting CMB anisotropy power spectrum, especially
height of the first acoustic peak, depends very sensitively
the details of the coupling of string seeds to matter@11,43#.

For uncoupled seeds the energy momentum tensor is
variantly conserved. To determine power spectra or ot
expectation values which are quadratic in the cosmic per
bations, we just need to know the unequal time correlat
functions of the seed energy momentum tensor@42,9#,

^Qmn~k,h!Qsr* ~k8,h8!&5M4Cmnsr~k,h,h8!d~k2k8!, ~1!

where M is a typical energy scale of the seeds~e.g., the
symmetry breaking scale for topological defects! which de-
termines the overall perturbation amplitude. Seeds are ca
if Cmnsr(x,h,h8) vanishes foruxu.h1h8, and they are
scaling if C depends on no other dimensional paramet
than k, h, and h8. Using energy momentum conservatio
statistical isotropy, and symmetries, one can then red
Cmnsr(k,h,h8) to five functions of the variablesz2

5k2hh8 andr 5h8/h, which are~as a consequence of ca
sality! analytic inz2 @42#. Three of these variables describ
scalar degrees of freedom; one represents vector and
represents tensor contributions to the source correlatorC. As
in Ref. @9#, we parametrize the scalar part by the Barde
potentials of the source,e[4pGM254p(M /MPl)

2,

^C~k,h!C* ~k,h8!&5 ~e2/Ahh8k4!P1~z,r !, ~2!

^F~k,h!F* ~k,h8!&5 ~e2/Ahh8k4!P2~z,r !, ~3!

^C~k,h!F* ~k,h8!&5~e2/Ahh8k4! P3~z,r !. ~4!

The vector and tensor contributions are described by
functionsS(z,r ) andF(z,r ) ~see@42# for more details!.

Clearly, the parameter space provided by these five fu
tions ~of two variables! is still enormous and it is rathe
impossible to investigate. For a realistic model, the para
eter space is even larger due to the radiation-matter trans
which breaks scale invariance: the seed functions can be
ferent in the radiation and in the matter era. For globalO(N)
defects this difference turns out not to be very import
~less than about 20%@9#!. It may, however, go to factors o
two and more for cosmic strings@44#.

The topological defect models studied so far suffer fro
the relatively high amplitude of vector and tensor pertur
tions, which contribute to the Sachs-Wolfe plateau but no
the acoustic peaks. This is the main reason why these mo
show no significant acoustic peaks@9#. Here, we try to find a
causal scaling seed model which fits the CMB anisotro
data; hence vector and tensor modes have to be suppre
For simplicity, we setS5F50 in this study. In this case
the sumF1C which is due to the anisotropic stresses in t
defect energy momentum tensor is suppressed by a factz2

on large scales,z!1 @42#. In a first attempt we simply se
C52F, which impliesP15P252P3[P.
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Another problem of topological defects is decoheren
the coupling of differentk modes in the defect energy mo
mentum tensor, which is due to nonlinear evolution, ‘‘sme
out’’ distinct features like peaks in the CMB anisotrop
spectrum into broad humps@45,9#. To avoid this we restrict
our study to so-called ‘‘perfectly coherent’’ models, whe
the unequal time correlatorP is simply the product of the
square roots of the two corresponding equal time correla
at h andh8,

P~z,r !5AP~Az2r ,1!P~Az2/r ,1!. ~5!

This is strictly correct if and only if the time evolution of th
source is linear.

In our numerical study described below we investiga
two families of models.

Family I. To enhance the acoustic peak, we use se
which are larger in the radiation era than in the matter e

Pr~z,1!5t/@11~bz!6# , ~6!

Pm~z,1!51/@11~bz!6#, ~7!

where the subscriptsr and m indicate the radiation and mat
ter era, respectively. The parameterst and b are varied to
obtain the best fit, and the amplitudee is determined by the
overall normalization.

Family II. The second family of models is inspired b
Ref. @38#, which studies spherical exploding shells withr
13p}d(r 2Ah). To formulate the model we use the sour
functions defined in Ref.@46#, which determine scalar per
turbations of the energy momentum tensor of the see
Qmn :

Q005M2f r , Q0 j5 iM 2f vkj ,

Q i j 5M2@ f pd i j 2„kikj2~k2/3! d i j …f p#.

The source functionsf • of our models are then given by

f r13 f p5
1

ah1/2

sin~Akh!

Akh
,

f v5
E~h!

k2h3/2

3

C2 Fcos~Ckh!2
sin~Ckh!

Ckh G ,
with a5(ȧ/a)h andE5(422/a)/(3212a). The functions
f r and f p are determined by energy momentum conservat
@46#,

ḟ r1k2f v1~a/h!~ f r13 f p!50,

ḟ v12~a/h! f v2 f p1 2
3 k2f p50.

The functionE is chosen such that the power spectrum off p

is white noise on super horizon scales, a condition which
required for purely scalar causal seeds@42#. This leads to the
Bardeen potentials@46#

F5~e/k2!„f r13~a/h! f v…, ~8!

C52F22e f p . ~9!
1-2
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Here the seed functions are actually not given as rand
variables but as square roots of power spectra, and one
always to keep in mind that we assume perfect coherence
course one can also regard Eqs.~8!,~9! as mere definitions
with

P1~z,1!5hk4~C!2/e2, P2~z,1!5hk4~F!2/e2,

P3~z,1!5hk4CF/e252AP1~z,1!P2~z,1!.

With a somewhat lengthy calculation one can verify thatE is
chosen such thatf p} const for z!1 and the functions
Pi(z,1) are analytic inz25(kh)2. This family of models is
described by the parametersA andC, which have to satisfy
0,A, C<1 for causality. Also here one can also choo
different amplitudes for the source functions in the radiat
and matter era by introduction of the additional parametet
Þ1.

Seeds generically produce isocurvature perturbatio
These models, for a flat universe, predict a position of
first peak atl;350, which is definitely incompatible with th
recent CMB observations@47,48#. However, the tight con-
straints on the flatness of the Universe obtained from C
data analysis are based on the assumption of adiabatic
mordial fluctuations. Using this loophole, it is possible
construct closedL-dominated isocurvature models whic
have the first acoustic peak in the observed position.

For a given seed model, the position of the first acou
peak is determined primarily by the angle subtended by
acoustic horizonlac at decoupling time,hdec. The angle
under which a given comoving scalel at conformal time
hdec is seen on the sky is given byu(l)5l/x(h02hdec),
where

x~y!5H sin~y! if K.0,

sinh~y! if K,0,

y if K50.

(K denotes the curvature of 3-space.! As the harmonic num-
ber l is inversely proportional to the angleu, this yields
l peak.Rlpeak

flat where R5uac
flat/uac . The well-known expres-

sions for the conformal time~see, e.g., Ref.@49#! hdecandh0
are

hdec52
AuVKu

Vm
„AV rad1Vm /~zdec11!2AV rad…

h02hdec5AuVKu E
1

zdec11 dx

@V radx
41Vmx31VKx21VL#1/2

,

which leads to

uac
flat[uac~Vm51,VL50,VK50!

5cshdec/~h02hdec!

5cs„AV rad11/~zdec11!2AV rad…

where cs51/A3„113Vb/4V rad(11zdec)… denotes the adia
batic sound speed of the baryon/photon plasma at de
pling. We then find
08130
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Vm~AV rad11/~zdec11!2AV rad!

AuVKu~AV rad1Vm /~zdec11!2AV rad!
x~h02hdec!,

for fixed v rad5V rad/h
2 and vb5Vbh2. Fixing also vm

5Vmh2 this reduces to the result of Ref.@50# ~the factor 1/2
is missing in their formula!,

R5 1
2 ~Vm/uVKu!1/2x~h02hdec!.

An interesting point is that forVm→0 the quantityR de-
pends very sensitively onVL . Thus, we can have importan
shifts in the power spectrum,R;0.6, say, with relatively
small deviations from flatness (Vm50.3, VL50.9, VK
520.2). In Ref.@50# the authors have shown that the simp
prescriptionl→Rl reproduces the CMB power spectra f
curved universes within a few percent. On lines of const
R, CMB power spectra are nearly degenerate. In this st
we use this simple prescription to rescale the flat spectr
Thereby, we make sure that the value ofVm used in the
spectrum calculation agrees roughly with the value prefer
by our best fit value ofR and the supernova constraint@51#,
which can be cast in the formVm.0.75VL20.25. Vm de-
termines the time of equal matter and radiation and t
influences the early integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect, wh
contributes to the spectrum right in the region of the fi
peak. We therefore get a better approximation if we use
correct value forVm .

To analyze Family I given by Eqs.~6!,~7!, we have inves-
tigated a grid of models in (t,b) space with 1,t,2 and
0.1,b,1. To make sure that the models are causal,
Fourier transform the correlation function into real space,
it at uxu5h1h8 and transform it back. This procedure pr
vents acausal early decay of the correlation function; we fi
that models withb.1 do not significantly differ fromb
51 after application of this causality constraint.

For each model in our grid we then search the valueR
and the normalizatione, which minimizex2 when compared
with the B98 @15# andMAXIMA @16# data. We also allow for
an overall recalibration of theB98 data by 20% and of the
MAXIMA data by 8%. In Figs. 1 and 2 we show the tempe
ture and polarization spectrum for the best model~long
dashed lines!. This model corresponds to the best fit para
eterst52.2, b51/9, Vm50.35, andR50.53. It has a value
of x2538, which, for 22 points and 4 parameters (t, b, R,
and the normalization!, it is excluded at more than 99% C.L
if Gaussian statistics are assumed. The main disagreem
also for this model, is due to the high second peak, assum
Vbh250.03 brings the model in better agreement withx2

531. However, as is clearly visible from Fig. 1, anoth
main contribution tox2 comes from the last twoMAXIMA

points. If these points are disregarded, the model has ax2

which is somewhat lower than the one of a typical cold da
matter model with a cosmological constant (LCDM) model
~short dashed line!. But it is clearly visible that shifting the
spectrum does not only move the peak into the correct p
tion but it also reduces the width of the peak, which is
ready a problem for this model. It is conceivable that t
introduction of a small amount of decoherence into t
model might somewhat enlarge the peak width and lead
1-3
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better fit. Nevertheless, present data already do not fa
coherent closed isocurvature models over the correspon
flat adiabatic models. Furthermore, since the model is clo
VL1Vm;1.2, the secondary peaks are at smaller value
l than in a flat model, which makes this model easily dist
guishable from a flat model with sufficiently accurate me
surements as envisaged by the Planck satellite@52#. This
difference of the inter-peak distance which is given only
the values of cosmological parameters likeVL1Vm is also
present in the polarization spectra~see Fig. 2!. Another im-
portant difference is that, in general, the polarization sig
in the 50< l<500 band is;50% higher for the isocurvatur
model. CMB polarization is produced by Thomson scatter
which is active only on subhorizon scales: at fixedl, the
relevant physical scales are more inside the horizon in
closed model and so the contribution to the signal is high

A much better fit can be achieved by the models of Fa
ily II. To study these models we have varied 0.3<A, C<1,
and 0.5<t<1.5. Our best fit model with a value ofx2

514.5 for 22 points and 5 parameters (A, C, t, R, and the
normalization! is in very good agreement with the data~see
Fig. 1, solid line!, and, up to the second peak, is actua
quite similar to a model with high baryon content. The mod
shown corresponds to the best fit parametersA51, C
50.85, t50.8, andR51. In this model which is flat and
causal, the first peak in the polarization spectrum is s
pressed, as has been noted in@41# ~see Fig. 2, solid line!.

In this paper we have shown that causal scaling seed m
els for structure formations can reproduce the recent C
anisotropy data@15,16#. A very simple closed model~Family
I! can be brought in reasonable agreement with all but
last two MAXIMA-1 points for a baryon density which is no
compatible with the nucleosynthesis constraint. It is intere
ing to note that present data already slightly disfavors clo
isocurvature models since they have a peak which is

FIG. 1. The CMB temperature anisotropy spectruml ( l
11)Cl

(T) for our best fit model of Family I~long dashed line! and
Family II ~solid line! is compared with theB98 and theMAXIMA-1

~short dashed line! data. The Family I model is a rather good fit
the first peak, even if it is a closed model (V;1.2). The Family II
model is flat and is in perfect agreement with the data (x2

514/18), even withVbh250.019, as BBN constraints suggest.
standard inflationary spectrum withh50.65, h2Vb50.019, Vcdm

50.3, andVL512Vm is also indicated~short dashed line!.
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rower than what is preferred by the data. A somewhat m
refined model~Family II! is, for a suitable choice of param
eters, in excellent agreement with all data points in a fl
L-dominated universe. The cosmological parameters of
best fit model I areVm5Vcdm1Vb50.35, VL50.85,h
50.65,h2Vb50.019, and those of model II areVm5Vcdm
1Vb50.4, VL50.6, h50.65,h2Vb50.019. This model is
preferred by the data with respect to the ‘‘concordan
model’’ with Vm50.3, VL50.7, h50.65, h2Vb50.019,
and inflationary initial conditions. Our models can, howev
be clearly distinguished from inflationary models by futu
experiments either measuring the secondary peaks or the
larization spectrum. The first one, a closed model, h
smaller interpeak distances than flat inflationary models~see
Fig. 1!, a definitive lower amplitude of temperature fluctu
tions for l>650, and a greater rms amplitude of polarizati
for 50< l<550. In the second model the first peakl;150 in
the polarization spectrum is not present~see Fig. 2!, which is
a consequence of causality, and the polarization amplitud
generally lower in the band 0< l<800.

To achieve this agreement we have suppressed vector
tensor perturbations and have assumed perfectly cohe
fluctuations. We believe that it is quite improbable that top
logical defects from a grand unified theory~GUT! phase
transition have such a behavior. Nevertheless, there migh
some other scale-invariant causal physical mechanism~e.g.,
some spherically symmetric ‘‘neutrino explosions,’’ see R
@38#! leading to seeds of this or similar type. Clearly, w
only have a satisfactory model of structure formation if t
physical origin of the seeds is clarified. However, the po
of this work was not to find ‘‘the correct model of large sca
structure formation’’ but mainly to investigate, in a phenom
enological but at the same time physically motivated way
what extent the present values of the cosmological par
eters derived from accurate CMB data analysis can still
plagued by the assumption of the underlying theoreti
model. We have seen, e.g., that flatness,Vm1VL51 is not
mainly supported by the position of the first peak but by

FIG. 2. The CMB polarization spectrumCl
(P)s for our best fit

model of Family I~long dashed line! and Family II ~solid line! is
compared with a standard inflationary spectrum with the same
rameters as above~short dashed line!. The Family I model predicts
a larger rms polarization signal in the band 50< l<500. On the
contrary, the lack of intermediate scale polarization atl<200 in the
Family II model is clearly visible.
1-4
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width. Clearly, once secondary peaks are unambiguously
tected, the interpeak distance will represent another dir
measure of the total curvature.

This investigation is rather important especially if some
the parameters obtained assuming the standard inflation
model are in significant disagreement with complementa
more direct observations, as the highVbh2 value seems to
suggest. While present CMB data can be regarded as a
umph for a scenario based on primordial adiabatic fluctu
tions, we have presented here phenomenological mod
based on isocurvature fluctuations, that also give a good fi
the CMB data. Fortunately, the concrete models propos
08130
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here have peculiar characteristics that future CMB exp
ments will be able to detect.1

We thank Louise Griffiths, Mairi Sakellariadou, Jea
Philippe Uzan, and Julien Devriendt for stimulating discu
sions. This work is supported by the Swiss National Scie
Foundation.

1A systematic study of the precision with which cosmologic
parameters can be determined by the Planck satellite if the m
space is enlarged to allow for arbitrary isocurvature models with
seeds, is presented in Ref.@53#.
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